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U3A members visiting Oak Barn Exotic garden in July
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Members enjoying their visit to Jo Rouston’s
garden at 2 Mill Cottage, East Barkwith.

The University of Lincoln Building during part
of the Modern Lincoln visit
Photo courtesy of Michael Newstead
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Notes from the Editor
Welcome to the January 2020 edition of
the newsletter.
In this edition we include some general
notices regarding the meeting schedule,
details of next year’s U3A holiday and Prue
Chadderton’s Townswomen’s guild award.
We have a selection of articles of earlier
general meetings including the Life of Joseph Banks, Mike Storr’s
Masters of Mirth and ‘Much Ado About Food’ as well as several
visits by our architecture group.
The Committee would like to wish all members Seasonal
Greetings and a happy new Year!
The deadline for the April newsletter is 6th March. Contact
details are:
Geoff Sherman
email: lindseyu3a.editor@gmail.com
My thanks go to all those members who contributed to the
newsletter and to the editorial team of Dawn Bowskill.
Geoff Sherman
Lindsey U3A Website
www.lindseyu3a.org.uk
Webmaster: Sid Miller Email: sid.milleru3a@sidspace.com
Do visit our new website!
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NOTICES
Meeting Schedule 2020
Jan 9th

Ted Edwards - 'Pewter Down the Ages'

Feb 6th

Stuart Tweedale - Scams & Fraud

Mar 5th

Steve Lovell - 'Wildlife Habitats Around Lincoln'

Apr 2nd

Robin Dennett - 'Dennett's Ice-Cream'

U3A holiday in Hampshire. Monday 6th July 2020.
Booking for next year's holiday opened in November. Such was
the response that we very quickly reached 25, the minimum
number required to make the holiday viable.
However, there are still several double/twin rooms available and
one more single room.
Full details of the itinerary and a booking form can be found on
our website. Just log on to www.lindseyu3a.org.uk and you will
find it listed on the 'interest groups' page.
Prue Chadderton.

Welfare
Mollie Winter is the Welfare Member. If you know of anyone
sick or someone who has been absent for a while and unwell,
or if you think a card from the Committee would be welcome,
then let Mollie know and she will send a suitable message.
Her contact details are email:Mollieg.winter@outlook.com
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NOTICES
Prue Chadderton Receives the Townswomen’s Guild ABC Award.
ABC in this case stands for ‘Above and Beyond the Call’ and is a national
award from the TWG presented annually to a member in recognition of
their voluntary work so is prestigious and, as Prue said, “Quite an honour”.
The citation for the award reveals a long list of achievements including
her 16 year involvement with Lincoln Women’s Aid, and a 12 year stint
as their Treasurer; 34 years as a magistrate serving on both the Adult
and Youth Benches, during which time she also served as a member of
the Probation Board and was
chairman of the Bail Hostel
Advisory Committee.
She has participated in two 250
mile cycle rides to raise over
£8,500 for the Genesis Research
Trust and has taken part in several
‘Walks for Life’ to raise funds for
Breast Cancer Care.
In the cathedral she has been a
volunteer for 20 years, first as a
roof guide, serving several years
as roof guide leader, and is now
both a steward and a member of
the LCCA committee.
She has been a member of the
Lindsey U3A for a number of years
and until recently was the secretary.
The award – a silver salver – was presented to her by Princess Anne at
a ceremony at Cheltenham Race Course in June 2019. It is an
impressive list of achievements and very well deserved. Congratulations
from us all!
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GROUP NEWS
ARCHITECTURE GROUP
Programme (Provisional)
16th January - Talk by Malcolm Deacon,
Stonecliff Park Social Club
20th February - Films from U3A library,
Stonecliff Park Social Club

19th March
Nettleham Walk
16th April
Stow Minster and Coates St Edith’s Church
All meetings/ visits commence 10:00 a.m.
Luke Pickering, Convenor

ART APPRECIATION
Art Appreciation Group members would
welcome new attendees at their meetings.
Activities include members' presentations on
artists and exhibitions attended, guest
speakers, visits to art galleries and viewing of
DVDs borrowed from the U3A national library.
Meetings are informal and are held in
members' homes unless an outing has been arranged.
All meetings take place on the third Monday of the month at
2 p.m.
Elizabeth Wilson - Convenor

BOOKWORMS - BOOK GROUP
Our group meets in members’ homes on the
second Tuesday of each month from 2-4 p.m.
We read a wide variety of books, chosen by
the group and available from the library. Our
books for the next few months include:
The Circus Train Conspiracy by Edward
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Marston, The Tenant of Wildfell Hall by Anne Bronte and The
Sealwoman’s Gift by Sally Magnusson. If you would like
further information please get in touch.
Helen Nicholls - Convenor

COFFEE MORNING
Held at the Scothern Garden Centre on the 3rd Thursday of
every month.
Excellent coffee and tea plus the best scones ever!
Please come along and enjoy a chat and maybe stop for lunch.
COMPUTERS FOR ALL
The group meets at the Welton Village Hall
in the Welton Room on the 2nd Monday of
the month. Members arrive any time after 2
p.m. to setup, make a drink and have a chat,
the meeting starts at 2.15 p.m. finishing at
around 4 p.m.
The first half of our meeting will focus on practical sessions in
helping the less experienced members amongst us in making
their tablets & laptops easier to use, for example – how to
setup emails – saving pictures from my phone & camera – safe
buying on the web etc.
The second half of our meetings will be on a chosen subject
that our members wish to learn more about in the form of
workshops and discussion. This will have been agreed upon in
advance by the members so that some time can be spent in
researching the subject. The group welcomes new members
of all levels of interest in technology who would like to
further their knowledge and hopefully help others to benefit
8
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from what they have learnt. If you would like to join our
group please email me lindseyu3a@sudbrooke.eclipse.co.uk
or give me a call or just come along to one of our meetings.
Mike Kirkby - Convenor

CONVERSATION GROUP
Conversation is surely the life blood of our
society, as older people we still have views
about our local community, as well as the
wider country and the world beyond.
Expressing those views with colleagues can
be pleasant and informative as well as an opportunity to
hear different opinions to your own and appreciate that
position. Although its unlikely we can ever solve any of the
issues we discuss.
Leaving the meeting we feel stimulated and perhaps some of
the issues raised giving us cause for further reflection.
Our numbers are small and certainly more members will make
a lively group even more interesting.
We meet in each others homes on the fourth Wednesday of
the month at 2pm. A friendly, non confrontational, but
interesting bunch to be with. Why don’t you give us a try?
Each member is encouraged to bring a topic of their choice to
the group as an opportunity to ensure everyone feels included.
Why not give the group a try; we would be delighted to hear
from you. Please ring us:
Allen Ball, Convenor
Rosemary
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CRAFT GROUP
The Craft Group welcomes new members.
We meet on the first Wednesday of the
month at 1.30 p.m. and make three
projects. No experience necessary. Do
contact me for further information.
Mandy Murphy - Convenor

DUPLICATE BRIDGE
Duplicate Bridge Group meets every Thursday
2.45 p.m. at Manor Park Sports Club, Welton.
Shirley Droy - Convenor .

FAMILY HISTORY
We are a relatively small group and we meet,
informally, to talk about what we have
achieved in the month and discuss any
obstacles we have found and how we may
be able to get over or around them.
Whilst we discuss the use of computers and
Internet it is not the main feature of our meetings. We do
sometimes go into the social history side, and talk about
types of work, clothes and migration around the country to
find work.
We continue to be challenged and rewarded in equal measure.
Our group is up to capacity again so we can’t take any more
members at the moment.
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However, we are always happy to hear from anyone with an
interest in Family History, we may be able to help.
Sid Miller - Convenor

GARDENING GROUP
Programme
January 28th
A group get-together with
tea/coffee and cake. A chance for you to chat
with gardening friends and enjoy a couple of
hours in the warm and in good company!
February 25th Snowdrop visit, as yet not sure where!
March 24th John and Gail Summerfield of Westshores
Nurseries are coming to talk to us, topic still to be decided.
They are excellent speakers and offer a wide range of talks,
if anyone has a particular subject they would like, let me
know and I’ll see if it would be possible.
Please put your names down on the lists if you intend to visit
as we need to give the hosts an idea of numbers. All Meetings
or Visits at 2 p.m. except the day trips.
Barbara Jones - Convenor
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HISTORY GROUP
December’s talk on King Charles II having
covered the process of re-establishing the
Monarchy, I will go on to King Henry VIII
and his dedication to being a real, gung- ho
King, February will bring the French Second
Republic – another Napoleon, and after
such a run of power we will have Florence
Nightingale in March. Vacancies still
available.
Bob Wise, convenor
KNITTING GROUP
This group is a chance for people with an
interest in Knitting and Crochet to meet.
All levels welcome, any help needed can be
given to new knitters. Just come along and
enjoy a good chat and a chance to swap
some ideas.
Some of the group make hats for the shoe box appeal and
cardigans and hats for the premature baby unit at Lincoln
County Hospital. We have other projects to work on this year
too. Knitting group meet at the Methodist Hall, Welton on the
second Tuesday of the month at 10 a.m.
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MUSIC TO ENJOY
This group has now closed as we have not
found anyone to take over the group now that
Joy Goodale is no longer able to run the group

.

SHORT WALKS GROUP
This group meets on the second Monday of each month at
about 9.45 a.m. for a 10 a.m. start. We usually have easy
walks of 2-3 miles taken at a leisurely pace, followed by a
visit to a suitable place for refreshments and to discuss future
walks. Any U3A member is welcome to join us, either on a
regular basis or just occasionally.
Further information from Marie Clark,
THEATRE GROUP
Hull City Hall on Jan 4th to listen to
Glen Miller Orchestra. Tickets £35.00.
The booking is currently fully booked
however I have a waiting list in place
should anyone be interested.
Shirley Droy, Convenor
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VISITS GROUP
This group does appreciate helpful
suggestions from members and, if
possible contact details, of places they
think members may enjoy. Indeed the
variety of places we’ve visited in the
past have come about from such suggestions.
There are three potential visits in the pipeline and these
are:
• Thorne (Beehives) Ltd at Rand
• Lincoln Fire & Rescue Service at South Park (2020)
• York – sightseeing & shopping trip in Spring
Check availability of lists with the Visits Desk at next
meeting.
Jenny Porter , Cathy Platt

WALKING GROUP
Group meets once a month on the first
Monday. Walks are of about 5 miles at a
gentle pace usually completed by 1 p.m.
Often stay for lunch if there is a convenient
pub. Programme is on display at the
monthly meetings and is regularly circulated via email.
No need to sign up in advance for a walk just be at the listed
meeting place at 9:45 a.m. for a 10 a.m. Start.
Kevan Chippendale, Convenor
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Sir Joseph Banks - Paul Scott
General Meeting 4th July 2019
Early Life
Joseph was born on the 13th
February 1743 in London to
William and Sarah Banks. Two
years later the family moved to
Revesby Abbey at the edge of the
Lincolnshire Fens.
The estate had been in the Banks'
family since 1714 when it was
purchased by Joseph's greatgrandfather. As his financial
position improved he invested his
wealth in land, and Joseph's
grandfather and father continued
to build on this foundation,
increasing the family's financial
security.
Joseph was educated at home and
then at Harrow. In 1756 he
transferred to Eton where his
interest in nature first emerged.
Joseph's education continued at
Christ Church Oxford where, on
discovering there was no lecturer
in Botany, he personally paid for
a professor.
In 1761 Joseph’s father died and
he inherited his father's wealth,
including an annual income of
£6,000 and the Lincolnshire
estates.
The Voyages
In April 1766, aged 23, he
15

mounted an expedition to
Newfoundland and Labrador
where he collected sea birds,
marine life, and plants. In his
absence he had been elected a
Fellow of the Royal Society at the
young age of 23.
In 1768 the Royal Society,
supported by the Admiralty, and
King George III engaged Captain
James Cook to sail the Endeavour
to Tahiti to chart the passage of
the planet Venus over the disc of
the sun. Banks, as a fellow of the
Royal Society, requested that he
and a botanist Solander, two
artists Parkinson and Buchan, a
secretary and four servants be
allowed to join the ship and
record the findings of this epic
journey. Banks spent £10,000 in
organising and equipping this trip

ARTICLES
including a library of books, Collections
bottles and salts for preserving In London he created a vast library
and reference collection at his
specimens.
home in Soho Square. It became
After Tahiti the vessel sailed into an international centre for
uncharted
waters, research and learned conversation,
circumnavigating New Zealand welcoming many knowledgeable
and exploring the east coast of and influential people from across
Australia including the Great the world.
Banks undertook the cataloguing
of his collection. By 1784 the
mammoth task was complete with
800 plates prepared of Sydney
Parkinson's botanical drawings,
but
sadly,
spiraling
costs
prevented
publication.
The
collection was left to the British
Museum, later transferred to the
Natural History Museum London as
the Banks Archive.
Royal Kew Gardens
Barrier Reef, which they claimed Shortly after returning from
as British and named 'South Wales'. Australia, Banks was received by
When they landed in Australia on King George III and they formed a
28th April 1770, Cook named long-standing friendship. In 1780
Botany Bay as a tribute to Banks' Banks became involved with
work. Banks and his colleagues developments at Kew Gardens.
collected
and
catalogued With the King as Patron and Banks
examples of thousands of plants as unofficial director, the Royal
and animals. One of these plants Gardens at Kew were developed
as a
systematic botanical
was later named Banksia.
collection. In 1781 he spent the
The ship returned in 1771 and summer laying the foundation of
Banks and his colleagues had a Flora Kewensis, a catalogue of the
huge collection of fascinating new plants at Kew, which appeared in
1789 listing 5,600 species.
material.
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Bank's chief concern was economic
botany,
and
Kew
began
distributing seed and plants to
other gardens and enterprising
planters.
Father of Australia
Banks understood the potential of
Australia. In a report to the House
of Commons during 1779 he
suggested that petty criminals
should be transported to Australia
to
relieve
the
chronic
overcrowding of prisons in England.
The government finally agreed and
the first ship sailed with 564 men
and 192 women on board landing
at Botany Bay in January 1788. His
involvement earned him the title
of 'Father of Australia’ where he
remains an important historic
figure.
President of the Royal Society
Banks was elected President in
1778, a position he held until his
death 42 years later. He received
many honours including a
Baronetcy in 1781, Order of the
Bath in 1795 and Privy Councillor
in 1797, together with countless
honorary memberships to learned
societies in England and abroad.
Banks thus was in a position to
influence
and
support
experimental work in all the
sciences, and many young
scientists received his patronage.
Lincolnshire Activities
Despite his high office

maintained very close links with
Revesby Abbey. He owned 268
tenanted farms in Lincolnshire and
thousands of acres of land. Banks
was proactive in the draining of
fenland and the development of
canals, including the Homcastle
Canal, improving Lincolnshire's
economic status.
His Lasting Impact
In 1820 Banks died at his home in
Spring Grove, Middlesex, and was
buried in St. Leonard's Church
Heston. Through his work he
influenced
the
future
of
continents, and gained the title
'Father of Australia'. He changed
attitudes towards nature and
agriculture. He initiated and
promoted research into new
techniques and ideas, and
encouraged scientific exploration.
He was a true patron of the
sciences and generously supported
scientific projects. There can be
few men who have achieved such
a lasting effect on the world.
Geoff Sherman

he
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Garden group visit to Oak Barn Exotic Garden on the
23rd July

O

n a scorching hot
afternoon about 20 of us
visited this garden,
an
amazing space, only small
but packed full of exotic
planting. Lots of tree ferns
and palms and enormous
Aeoniums, plus Cannas and

Agapanthus about to flower,
all in pots so they can be
bought under cover in winter.
They open again under the
National Garden Scheme in
September, definitely worth
a visit if you are able. Serves
good tea and cake too!
Barbara Jones
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A Walk Around Hackthorn
An Architectural group visit

A

fter early morning rain the
sun came out and a dozen
members assembled in the
car park next to Hackthorn
Park.

We were greeted by Cathy
who has lived and worked in
the village for many years.
She started by telling us a
little of the village’s history,
including how the Hall had
been relocated and villagers
cottages knocked down, so
the owners could have an
unspoilt view over the park!

Estate Yard which included
the oldest buildings in the
village dating back to the
17th century .One of these
used to house the carriages
with steps nearby down to a
stream which were used to
fetch water to wash their
wheels.
Hackthorn is still an Estate
Village with half of the
houses and all the fields in
and around owned by the
Cracroft-Eley’s. Cathy
pointed out many of these
including Widows Row which,
as its name implies, used to
house the widows of men
who worked for the Estate.
She had a story about every
property including how there

We then set out on a circular
walk around the Conservation
Area. We started in the
19
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had been a murder in the
Dovecote long ago but the
murderer had been acquitted
as he had his “back to the
wall” when he had killed the
other man!
We also saw the Joiner and
Undertakers house complete
with mortuary chapel which
has been converted into a
much more cheerful Art
Gallery.
Cathy also showed us the old
Forge which has just opened
as a Bakery specialising in
Sourdough Bread for Lincoln
Restaurants.

Our walk finished at the
Parish Church where we
enjoyed tea and coffee with
homemade biscuits whilst
studying display boards
showing information about
the history of the village.
A most enjoyable time was
had by all.
Luke Pickering
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Architecture Group Visit to St Giles church
19 Sept 2019

A

bumper group of 22
members assembled in the
St Giles church car park on a
sunny morning. St Giles is
known as “the church that
moved”, as in the 1930’s it had
been declared redundant and
much of the fabric was taken
down and rebuilt on what was
then known as the Wragby Road
Housing Estate.
The original church was known
The stone facings crumbled
when it was dismantled and the
exterior now has a brick skin
but much of the interior
including the magnificent stone
columns, glass, pews etc are
the originals.

as St Peter in Arches and was
located opposite Binns on the
site of what is now the block of
shops and offices including The
Works. It had been built in the
1720’s as the Civic Church used
by the worthies of the City.

We were greeted by Canon Nick
Buck who took us on a tour of
the church and gave a most
informative and entertaining
talk on the fabric and history.
Amazingly it was felt the
original large church was too
small and it was lengthened
and heightened. At one time it
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frequently used for organ
recitals. We were lucky that
the organist was there at the
time of our visit and he gave us
a short programme and invited
members to join him.

had 400 worshippers on a
Sunday!
It was named St Giles after an
old hospital that was located
on what is now the Lindum
Sports ground and where there
is a road called St Giles Avenue.
It then gave its name to the
whole estate which offered
high quality homes for many of
those previously housed in
slums in the city centre.

We also learnt that Chad Varah
the founder of the Samaritans
was the only cleric to be
ordained in the church and was
the curate for a short time.

The church has a superlative
Willis organ that was originally
built in the 1790’s and is
22

Our most enjoyable visit to this
little known gem concluded
with tea coffee and cake.
Luke Pickering

ARTICLES
Visit to Hall Water Treatment Works
9th October 2019

A

nglian Water is tasked with
providing
1.2
billion
litres/day of clean drinking
water to 4.3 million customers
in the East of England, one of
the driest areas of the UK and
one which also grows 25% of
UK vegetable crops. The
population is expected to grow
by a third by 2030 and so to
meet predicted demand, AW
needed to increase the amount
of available drinking water.
Historically in the region, raw
water has been taken from

water quality standards. Hall
Water Treatment plant has
been built over recent years
utilising this new technology in
order to augment the water
supply across Lincolnshire.

boreholes for treatment but
due to a reducing water table
level, increasing this was not
possible and so a new process
had to be developed, to treat
water abstracted from the
River Trent to meet drinking

A group of 20 were greeted by
Site Manager, Jon Pawson and
Engineer, Scott Hayward who
provided an introduction and
then led detailed guided tours
through
the
treatment
processes. They started with
taking us to the top of six large
tanks where the first stage
purification takes place using
granular activated carbon
which is made from coconut
shells. The water passes to
large buffer tanks prior to the
second stage of purification in
23
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added which ensures the water
remains disinfected throughout
its distribution journey to us all.
At the time of our visit, work
was just being finalised to
allow addition of a very small
dose of fluoride to the water,
to protect our teeth.
a submerged membrane plant.
The water filtrate from this
passes to a holding tank prior
to the third stage of
purification,
Advanced
oxidation for pesticide removal
using UV light and Hydrogen
Peroxide treatment – this is a
key stage to remove chemicals
which are applied to crops by
farmers and which wash off the
fields into the rivers during
rainfall. Following this the
water passes over granular
activated carbon again to
improve its taste and odour. It
then passes through a second
UV treatment which disinfects
the water prior to addition of
a very small dose of phosphoric
acid which prevents lead take
up if it passes through lead
pipes en-route to users. Finally
a very small dose of bleach is
24

Throughout the visit, our guides
gave us detailed information
and amusing and political
anecdotes. Who would have

thought what a lot of effort
goes into ensuring that
something we take for granted,
our simple glass of water is
ALWAYS so pure and refreshing.
John Saynor

ARTICLES
Masters of Mirth - The Sequel - Mike Storr
3rd October General meeting
repeat their routines from
venue to venue around the City
and the country, honing them
to a fine art.
Mike then gave a short
biography of a number of well
loved 20th century music hall
mirth makers.

M

ike Storr, our speaker this
month, is one of Central
Television's 'Fundraiser of the
Year', raising funds for Asthma
UK. Mike's talk ran through
entertainers from the start of
music hall at the turn of the
20th century to its demise in
the 1950s.

Cyril Fletcher (1913 - 2005)
A wordsmith famous for his
odes,
with
'Sonia
Snell'
probably his most famous. In
later years he became well
known for reading extracts
during radio comedy and panel
shows.

Marriot Edgar (1880 - 1944)
Edgar was a prolific monologue
writer, recounting history in an
Mike explained that at the turn
enjoyable way, e.g. the 'Battle
of the 20th century there were
of Hastings' presented as if it
300 music halls in London alone,
were a football match. He
and nationally the number was
teamed up with Stanley
much higher as most large
Holloway who made a career
cities had at least one, and
out of recounting these
sometimes more. Whereas, for
monologues. Mike recited
modern comedians, jokes have
'Sam's Christmas Pudding' about
a one-time-only life, with no
the Peninsular War.
television, and hundreds of
music halls, comedians could
25
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Al Reed (1909 - 1987)
Reed was a sausage maker in
his family's business. He was
also known as a popular afterdinner speaker with a wry and
well-observed humour. When
he moved to radio, it is
estimated that his 'Sunday
Radio Shows' attracted in
excess of 35 million listeners.
Pam Ayres MBE (1949 - )
Too young for music hall, she
is still a master (mistress!) of
mirth. She started out reading
her own verse in Oxfordshire
folk clubs, then moved to
reading them, to a wider
audience, on BBC Radio Oxford.
Her 1975 appearance on the
television
talent
show
'Opportunity Knocks' led to
appearances
on
other
television and radio shows, a
one-woman touring stage show,
and performing before the
Queen. Mike read out 'Clive
the Birdman' and 'Oh, I Wish I'd
Looked After My Teeth'.

and later seen on television
advertising Lion stamped eggs.
Norman Evans (1901 - 1962)
Evans was the first pantomime
Dame at the London Palladium,
appearing in Humpty Dumpty
in 1951. Best known for his
'Over
the
Garden
Wall'
sketches; his characterisations
later copied by Les Dawson and
Roy Barraclough in their Cissie
and Ada sketches.

Stanley Holloway OBE (1890 1982)
Holloway was a stage and film
actor, humorist, singer, poet
and monologist. Famous for
his role as Alfred Doolittle in
'My Fair Lady', was renowned
for his songs and monologues
such as 'Sam Small' and 'Albert
Ramsbottom', (written by
Marriot Edgar); the most
famous probably being 'Brown
Boots'. Mike read Holloway's
monologue 'Runcorn Ferry'.
Mike ended his talk by
reciting Pam Ayres' verse
Sir Bernard Miles (1907 - 'They Should Have Asked Ted'.
1990)
More of a raconteur than a Mike Moody
comedian, very good at telling
stories and amusing anecdotes,
26
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Architectural group visit to Modern Lincoln

O

n a blustery summer day
seventeen members of the
Architecture Group met at the
new key Lincoln Transport Hub
with its Bus Station and one
thousand place multi-story car
park and commenced our walk
around
‘Modern
Lincoln’
walking through the developing
Corn Exchange area with its
regenerated shops, the Corn
Exchange itself and the
framework for the currently
being built cinema.

We like to think we are familiar
with our historic and busy city
centre but in the last thirty
years vast swathes of the old
derelict industrial city and

brown sites have been cleared
and new modern buildings have
arisen from their rubble. We
were reminded of the condition
that some of the city, including
the Brayford, by looking at the
old photographs in the Student
Union (Engine Shed) building.
A great deal of this new
building owes its existence to
the University of Lincoln,
planned and developed in the
1980’s and completed and
opened in 1996. Since then
more and more buildings have
arisen, mostly hidden from the
casual shopper or visitor and
these were the focus of this
visit which was guided by local

Photo courtesy of Michael Newstead
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enthusiast Michael Newstead.
We continued our walk taking
one of the two main entrances
to Lincoln University which
gave us the opportunity see the
considerable developments on
the far side of the Brayford
including
major
new
developments and the updating
of existing buildings.
We walked up the entrance to
the University of Lincoln
campus coming across the very
new, extraordinary and rather
scary, footbridge.

Interspersed between the
blocks were borders of hardworking grasses and plants
reflecting
the
bright,
functional effects of the whole
area. A lot of effort has been
taken with the landscaping.
We finally reached the new
Science Park and the ‘Think
Tank’
centre
with
its
interesting colouring which, in
the sun, changes from green to
bronze (we made good use of
their cafe!) which supports new
and emerging businesses.
It was pointed out that some
further key new developments
are currently progressing and
there are other interesting
projects all over the city.

A fascinating fact: Did you know
that when the university was
first discussed it was decided
that the main concourse (now
the Minerva Building) could be
used as a Shopping Centre
should the university fail?

It was a most interesting
morning and for many gave us
a glimpse of the continued
development of many aspects
of the city. Perhaps we should
ponder its renaissance and
continued rebirth?

It was interesting to note that
new social housing initiatives
have been built at the edges of
the student accommodation
which seems to have worked
successfully. The huge new
University ‘schools’ are built in Margaret Campion
a variety of styles, some Michael Newstead
brilliant white in the sunshine.
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‘Much Ado About Food’
General Meeting 7 Nov 2019

I

n November, Sadie Hurst
gave us a fascinating talk on
British food through the ages,
bringing along many culinary
artefacts to illustrate it.
Beginning around 4000 BC,
when people started settling in
communities and growing crops,
pottery better enabled cooking
and storage of food. This led to
communal eating and the
forming of hierarchies – literally
a pecking order - as food moved
beyond the mere subsistence
level.
The Roman period introduced
herbs and spices, which saw
food being used for medicinal
purposes. Sheep farming and
the wool trade sustained
Lincolnshire through the socalled
Dark
Ages,
but
everywhere was hit by crop
failures and the devastating
Black Death in the fourteenth
century. Subsequent labour
shortages enabled the survivors
to command higher wages and
thereby a better diet. Food was
still eaten communally in the

medieval hall, giving rise to
phrases we still use today, such
as top table, upper crust and
humble pie.
What was eaten, when, was
dictated by the Catholic Church.
Over a year there were 160
meat-free days – due to it being
the result of procreation –
concentrated into Advent and
Lent, then supposedly on
Wednesdays,
Fridays
and
Saturdays. Fish could be eaten
on these days, the definition of
which was twisted to include
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young rabbits, beaver and even
barnacle geese! Sadie busted a
few myths, such as spices used
to cover up bad meat, not
likely as they were so
expensive, salt being the main
way to preserve food.

The Salt Pot

people throwing bones over
their shoulders and being rowdy.
To the medieval cook there was
no distinction between culinary
and medicinal uses of food; the
beginnings of what we might
call modern medicine didn’t
occur until the seventeenth
century. New World discoveries
of such delights as potatoes,
chocolate, exotic fruit and
sugar augmented people’s diets,
but didn’t become widespread
until much later; it wasn’t until
Georgian times when the
nation as a whole was seen as
having a sweet tooth. Sadie
finished her most illuminating
talk by offering us Mayflower
Pilgrim biscuits, an early
introduction to next year’s
400th
anniversary
commemorating the voyage of
Pilgrim Fathers.

Beer was drunk because often Janet Freeman
the water was not safe,
children having a weaker brew
known as small beer. Manners
were also deemed important,
against the popular image of
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Architecture Group visit to Lincoln Cathedral,
17th October 2019

L

incoln Cathedral looked
stunning in bright sunlight
against a blue sky when a large
group of us gathered near the
front entrance for a guided
tour by Margaret Campion.
Architecture purists should look
aside now, but, to our
delectation, Margaret led us to
the side of the Cathedral
opposite THE Bishop’s Palace
and showed us the oldest
known tennis ball, which was
lodged by the side of one of the
windows during a cricket game
in 1912! Lincoln Cathedral is
full of surprises and each tour
is unlike any other.
We then went to the Galilee
Porch. A tunnel led from here
to the Bishop’s Palace and this
imposing ceremonial entrance
was built for the Bishop and is
unique in the country. The
ceiling has 4500 dog tooth
decorations on its stone
supports. Margaret pointed
out bosses high up on the wall
opposite to the Galilee
entrance depicting Pilgrims
either side of the Devil, who is

trying to stop them. She said
that when these were made
most people could not read and
so they ‘read’ the pictures and
sculptures on the building.
A Roman hypocaust is under the
Sub Deanery and there was
probably a Roman Temple in
the area.
The houses opposite the west
front of the Cathedral were the
first in Lincoln to have numbers
rather than names.
On entering the Vestibule from
the main entrance, we were
told that the Cathedral had
fallen in to disrepair in the
eighteenth century.
The
Norman stonework on the right
of the vestibule is original, and
the Architect, James Gibbs,
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seen on the right-hand side of
this Chapel, and part of the
frieze which can be seen on
the front of the Cathedral can
be seen continuing around the
corner inside the Ringers
Chapel. The Gothic frieze is of
national importance and is
being restored.
After the earthquake of 1170,
Bishop Hugh had all of the
South and North aisles built in
the more decorated, elegant,
made the area structurally smooth Gothic style, (“Rather
sound by creating the vestibule gorgeous”, said Margaret), and
in the smoother, Classical style, these became the side chapels.
to help stop the building falling
down.
Margaret led us in to the
‘Ringers’ Chapel to the right of
the Vestibule. This area would
have been outside of the
Cathedral at one time. This
has the Charter for the oldest
registered Ringers’ Company in
the Country.
The original
Cathedral, built over twenty
years from 1072, was a fortress
Cathedral built in the basic
Gothic style, with rough
stonework and thick mortar.
Half of an original Norman arch
of Remigius’ Cathedral can be
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the Cathedral, is on the wall
behind the Altar.
Adjacent to the Prayer Chapel
is
a
Lapidarian
where
fragments of carvings from the
outside frieze are displayed.
Rather more prosaically, holes
in the wall above are thought
to have been latrines and a
The Nave was empty, as it large low arch above the floor
would have been originally, may have been where a small
except for stone benches along boy with a cart could go
the walls which were for the through to clean it out.
elderly and the infirm (the Sleeping quarters were above
origin of the saying ‘the this as well.
weakest go to the wall’), as There is a wooden chair in the
was the case in all Cathedrals. chapel that is an exact copy of
The Prayer Chapel to the left the Coronation Chair in
of the reception desk is in the Westminster Abbey, which was
Parish of St Mary Magdalen and created for the De Vinci Code
the East Chapel is in the Parish film and donated to the
of St Peter of Eastgate. There Cathedral.
is a slender, black Purbeck Back in the Nave, Margaret said
marble pillar in the Chapel. that the shop used to be the
(stone from Dorset that takes Consistory
Court,
where
on a high polish). The two open misbehaving
clergy
were
windows in the right-hand wall examined. The two iron barred
are the equivalent of ‘squint’ windows to the left of the shop
leper windows; if a person saw door are thought to be ‘dole’
the Host being elevated they windows where bread and ale
were blessed. A very small were given to the poor.
‘Green man’ boss, one of 32 in
Jill Phillips
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Group Meetings
Week One of the Month
Monday
9.45 a.m.

Walks

Kevan Chippendale
kevanchipp@talktalk.net
Walks of about 4 to 5 miles

2 p.m.

Poetry
Group

Sheila Gravells
Meeting takes place at convenor’s
home

Tuesday
9.30am

Christine Saynor
Jewellery
saynor_chris@hotmail.com
Making
Contact Christine for details

Wednesday

1.30 p.m.

Paper
Craft

Mandy Murphy
mandy.murphy1396@gmail.com

Thursday
10 a.m. to
12 noon

2.45 p.m.

General Meeting in Welton Village Hall
Welton Village Hall is at 51 Ryland Road,Welton, LN2
3LU
Coffee/tea at 9.30, Speaker at 10.30
Eleanor Walker
at_walker@hotmail.com
Duplicate
Duplicate Bridge at Manor Park Sports
Bridge
Club, Hackthorn Road, Welton

Friday There is nothing planned on this day
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Week Two of the Month
Monday
10 a.m.

2 p.m.

Marie Clark
Short Walks clark.marie@ntlworld.com
Walks of about 2-3 miles
Computers
for All

Mike Kirkby
lindseyu3a@sudbrooke.eclipse.co.uk
Meetings held in the Welton Room.Welton
Village Hall

Knitting

Barbara Jones
handb@handb.me.uk Meetings held in the
Methodist Church, Welton

Tuesday
10 a.m.

2 p.m.

Helen Nicholls
helenandgraham@outlook.com
(Bookworms)
Meetings held at members’ homes
Book Group

WednesdayThere is nothing planned on this day
Thursday
2 p.m.

History

BobWise
thewises@hotmail.co.uk
Meet in a member’s house in Nettleham

2.45 p.m.

Duplicate
Bridge

Eleanor Walker
at_walker@hotmail.com
Duplicate Bridge at Manor Park Sports Club,
Hackthorn Road, Welton

Friday There is nothing planned on this day
Saturday
12.45 for
1 p.m.

Luncheon
Club

Shirley Droy
shirleydroy14@gmail.com
Reservation list out at the monthly meeting
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Week Three of the Month
Monday
10 a.m.

2 p.m.

Sid Miller
Family
sid.milleru3a@sidspace.com
History
The Family History Group meet in
people’s houses
Elizabeth Wilson
Art
elizabethrwilson52@gmail.com
Appreciation
Meetings held at a member’s home

Tuesday

10 a.m.

Circle
Dancing

Music
For Us
Bird
Wednesday
Watching
Thursday
2 p.m.

10 a.m.

Architecture

10.15 a.m.

Coffee
Morning

2 p.m.

Singing
For Fun

2.45 p.m.

Duplicate
Bridge

Margaret Doughty
revmd@gmx.co.uk Meeting held at
Methodist Church Hall, Nettleham
Margaret Doughty is the point of
contact and not the convenor
Barbara Lee
Robin Gulliver
robin.g@talktalk.net
Luke Pickering
lukep@lahestates.co.uk
Visits and meetings in hired halls
Shirley Droy
shirleydroy14@gmail.com
Scothern Garden Centre coffee shop
Michael Moody
mtmLindseyu3aS4P@gmail.com
Meeting held at Mike's home
Eleanor Walker
at_walker@hotmail.com
Meeetings at Manor Park Sports Club,
Hackthorn Road, Welton

Friday There is nothing planned on this day
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Week Four of the Month
Monday
2 p.m.

Play Reading

Margaret Howard
margarethoward@outlook.com
Meeting held at Margaret’s home
in Sturton

Gardening

Barbara Jones
handb@handb.me.uk
Welton Village Hall in Winter;
Garden Visits in Summer

Conversation

Meeting held in members’ homes.
Discussion of current affairs

Tuesday
2 p.m.
Wednesday
1:30 p.m.
Thursday
2.45 p.m.

Duplicate
Bridge

Friday

Eleanor Walker
at_walker@hotmail.com
Meetings at Manor Park Sports
Club, Hackthorn Road, Welton
There is nothing planned on this
day

Theatre Group

Shirley Droy
shirleydroy14@gmail.com
Theatre trips take place at regular intervals
during the year

Visits Group

Cathy Platt
ca.platt@ntlworld.com,
Visits take place at regular intervals during
the year
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A group of 20 of the Garden Group enjoyed a good
Christmas meal at Pennel’s again this year. They look
after us very well and on a grey and miserable day it
was a treat to walk into the sparkle and magical
Christmas decorations, it seemed bigger and better
than ever this year.

Demonstration of the organ at St Giles Church
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Group Meetings Summary Page
Week 1

Mon

Tue

9.45 a.m.
5/6 mile walk
2 p.m.
Poetry for
Pleasure

10 a.m.
Jewellery
Making

Wed

1.30 p.m.
Paper Craft

Thu

10 a.m.
General
Meeting in
Welton
Village Hall
2.45 p.m.
Bridge

Week 2
10 a.m.
Short Walks

10 a.m.
Family History

2 p.m.
Computers
for All

2 p.m.
Art
Appreciation

10 a.m.
Knitting

10 a.m.
Circle Dancing

2 p.m.
Book Group
(Bookworms)

2 p.m.
Book Group 1
2 p.m.
Music for Us

1:30 p.m.
Craft Group

All day
Bird watching

Week 4
2 p.m.
Play Reading
2 p.m.
Music
to Enjoy

2 p.m.
Gardening

1:30 p.m.
Conversation
Group

10 a.m.
Architecture
10.15 a.m.
Coffee Morning 2.45 p.m.
2 p.m.
Bridge
Singing for Fun
2.45 p.m.
Bridge

2 p.m.
History

2.45 p.m.
Bridge

Fri
Sat

Week 3

Luncheon Club
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